
Lost Land Timeline: 
 
Editor’s Note: The Lost Land exists outside of time so events have no dates and are only listed in order.  
 
Solar, the Man of the Atom, creates a time portal in Ladakh, Tibet to dispose of the necromantic energy known as the 
Chaos Effect.  The energy forms the Lost Land at the beginning of time.  Archer, Armstrong and Geoff McHenry arrive in 
the Lost Land at this time. 
 (The Chaos Effect Omega) 
 
The Forest People, the predecessors of Keth, enter the Lost Land. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #24)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #25) 
 
The Shawnee Indians begin hiding their vast silver treasure in the Lost Land. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #39) 
 
Turok and Andar enter the Lost Land. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #0) 
 
George Edward Challenger discovers and explores the Lost Land.  He collects fossils and notes before returning to South 
America.  His entry way into the Lost Land disappears. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #7) 
 
The Original Turok Son of Stone #2 – “The Cliff Men” 
Andar drinks some poisonous water.  Turok negotiates with the Cliff Tribe for a flower that will cure him. 
 
Grak’s tribe steals a medicine club from Org’s tribe.  They hide the club in a cave with a fierce monster. 
 (The Original Turok Son of Stone #1) 
 
The Original Turok Son of Stone #2 – “The Cliff Men” 
Andar drinks some poisonous water.  Turok negotiates with the Cliff Tribe for a flower that will cure him. 
 
The Original Turok Son of Stone #1 – “Lair of Death” 
Turok and Andar help mediate a dispute between Org’s and Grak’s tribe.  They fight a cave ‘monster’ while retrieving the 
medicine club. 
 
The Original Turok Son of Stone #1 – “The Winged Men” 
Turok and Andar help a tribe that is being enslaved by a tribe that has discovered that dinosaur wings can help them 
glide from treetops. 
 
The Original Turok Son of Stone #2 – “Terror of the Bog” 
Turok and Andar encounter a tribe in a dangerous bog. 
 
The Original Turok Son of Stone #1 – “A Vision of Home” 
Turok and Andar explore a desert in the Lost Land. 
 
Turok and Andar fight against the Org’s Tribe after Org begins ritual sacrifices of human beings. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #41) 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #34 – “The White Goddess, Part 1” 
Turok and Andar come to the aid of Ularu, a member of the Children of the Moon.  She is being chased by Beastmen.   
The three are ambushed and Ularu is kidnapped. 
 
 



Turok Dinosaur Hunter #35 – “The White Goddess, Part 2” 
Turok and Andar rescue Ularu from the Beastmen.  She leads them to her tribe where she knocks Andar unconscious 
and takes Turok captive as a sacrifice to the moon.  Andar rescues Turok and they escape.  Ularu’s tribe sacrifice her to 
the moon instead. 
 
Chichak, the leader of the Spider People, captures Turok.  Turok escapes. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #8) 
 
Turok meets Kru, a warrior of the Rock People. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #29) 
 
Secrets of the Valiant Universe #3 – “Torn Between Two Mothers” 
Sho Sugino, the Second Rai, rescues the Blood of Heroes from the Anti-Grannies in the Lost Land.  Grandmother leaves 
Sho Sugino in the Lost Land. 
 
Andar and Turok part company when Andar finds a mate and has a family.  Andar’s wife Sharma is the daughter of Keth. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #4)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #24)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #0) 
 
A group of Nazi women enter the Lost Land with the corpse of Adolf Hitler.  They find an island and construct a fortress. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #38) 
 
Willow Talltree, Doctor Noel and others find a gateway to the Lost Land, also known as the Lost Valley.  There they hope 
to reconnect with nature. 

(Magnus Robot Fighter #12)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #24)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #0) 
 
Doctor Noel begins building a large industrial complex in the Lost Land.  Natives, including Turok and Andar begin 
attacking the facility because it is destroying their valley.  Willow Talltree goes back to North Am to get some help. 
 (Magnus Robot Fighter #12)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #24)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #0) 
 
Magnus Robot Fighter #12 – “Stone and Steel!” 
Willow returns to the Lost Valley with Magnus.  Magnus does not support the actions of Doctor Noel and Willow agrees 
with him.  Magnus helps lead Turok, Andar and a group of Natives to defeat Doctor Noel.  Noel becomes trapped in one 
of his own machines.  Magnus and Willow leave the Lost Land. 
 
Noel is rescued by scavengers. 
 (Magnus Robot Fighter #27) 
 
Captain Johnny O. Landsdale and the members of his Texas Confederate Calvary enter the Lost Land. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #40) 
 
The Nazi women find a spaceship with Elvis onboard in suspended animation. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #38) 
 
Erica Pierce arrives in the Lost Land.  Her fortress appears with her.  Turok swears allegiance to her thinking it unwise to 
defy a god. 
 (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #0) 
 
Erica Pierce recruits Sho Sugino, the second Rai, to fight for her. 
 (Secrets of the Valiant Universe #3) 
 
Dr. Lazlo Noel is brought to Erica Pierce.  He refuses to serve her and she throws him in a dungeon. 
 (Magnus Robot Fighter #27) 
 



Unity #0 – “Unity, Chapter 1 – Ends of the Earth” 
Geoff McHenry and Solar enter the Lost Land.  After seeing the armies, technology and power that Erica Pierce has 
amassed Solar sends Geoff with his hand to get reinforcements. 
 
Unity Day 1 Geoff McHenry returns to the Lost Land with Aric, Gilad, the Harbinger Renegades, Archer and 

Armstrong.  He reunites with Solar who has meet up with Magnus, Rai, and an older version of Gilad.  
Erica Pierce, now calling herself Mothergod, unleashes her armies upon the group. 

 
Rai # 6 – “Unity, Chapter 7 – A World Brought Down” 
Rai, Magnus and the older Gilad arrive in the Lost Land and begin fighting Mothergod’s forces.  
Mothergod, fearing Rai’s power begins affecting the gravitational pull of Japan in 4001.  She offers Rai a 
chance to return to Japan and save his people but fearing it’s a trap, he reluctantly refuses.  Japan is 
destroyed and Rai swears vengeance. 

 
Eternal Warrior #1 – “Unity, Chapter 2 – Footprints on the Sand of Time” 

  Gilad arrives in the Lost Land. 
 

Archer & Armstrong #1 – “Unity, Chapter 3 – Up Against the Wall, Mother” 
Archer and Armstrong arrive in the Lost Land.  After destroying a couple of robots they run off into the 
woods.  There they meet Rejj who claims to be one of Archer’s disciples.  

 
X-O Manowar #7 – “Unity, Chapter 5 – A Call to Arms” 
Aric arrives in the Lost Land and joins immediately in the fight against Mothergod.  His focus during the 
battle is the Pterodactyls, but they prove too challenging and he is knocked into one of Mothergod’s 
buildings.  There he rescues a group of slaves and he leads them to safety. 

 
  Shadowman #4 – “Unity, Chapter 6 – Sunburn” 

Shadowman arrives in the Lost Land.  He meets Elya Ann Smith and sees Solar fighting in the sky.  
Thinking that Solar may understand what’s happening he asks Elya to chase him on her Pterodactyl.  
Shadowman follows Solar to Mothergod’s lair, where she and Solar are locked in battle.  Shadowman 
attacks Solar and he injures Shadowman severely.  Mothergod is able to trap Solar in a containment 
field. 

 
  Solar, Man of the Atom #12 – “Unity, Chapter 9 - …And Then There Was One” 

Albert watches Solar battle the forces of Mothergod and he goes to the control room to watch him fight 
her.  Albert watches Shadowman help Mothergod get Solar into a containment field.  Once in the 
containment field, Mothergod also enters and kills Solar. 

 
Harbinger #8 – “Unity, Chapter 8 – Heart Failures” 
The Harbinger Renegades enter the Lost Land and quickly begin aiding in the fight against Mothergod.  
Sting senses that Solar dies and Mothergod’s forces get stronger. The group makes a hasty retreat. 

 
Magnus arrives in the Lost Land and quickly begins fighting the forces of Mothergod.  After being 
overwhelmed Magnus suggests retreat. 

   (Magnus Robot Fighter #16) 
 
  The younger and the older version of Gilad meet each other after everyone retreats. 
   (Eternal Warrior #2) 
 
Unity Day 2 Kris tells Pete that she’s pregnant.  Pete decides to sit out the war for Kris’ safety. 
   (Harbinger #8) 
 



Rejj keeps Archer alive to learn from him.  Armstrong escapes by pretending to have died in pteranodon 
dung. 

   (Archer & Armstrong #1) 
 
  Elya visits Shadowman in the Massive Reconstruction Unit of Med-Center. 
   (Shadowman #4) 
 
  Magnus, Geoff McHenry, the two Gilad’s and Rai debate stategy. 
   (Magnus Robot Fighter #16) 
 
Unity Day 3 Aric finds a cave system for the slaves he rescued to hide in.  He prepares to raise an army. 
   (X-O Manowar #7) 
 
Unity Day 6 Elya searches the historical archives for information on Shadowman. 
   (Unity #1) 
 
Unity Day 10 Albert beats up a Bim named Bunsie. 
   (Conjecture: Says it happened “the other night.”)(Rai #7) 
 

Captain Red enters the Lost Land.  He is brought before Mothergod and she orders medical experiments 
to be conducted on him. 

(Conjecture: This takes place while Turok is still in the employ of Mothergod.)(Turok Dinosaur 
Hunter #13) 

 
Unity Day 12 Rai and Magnus attack the robot commlink center. 
   (Unity #1) 
 

Albert kills Bunsie in the Underground Infirmary. 
   (Rai #7) 
 
Unity Day 14 Rejj threatens to kill Archer if his lessons don’t improve. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #1) 
 
  Magnus and Rai discuss Rai’s quest for revenge. 
   (Rai #7) 
 

Geoff, the younger Gilad, Magnus and Rai, who’ve been searching for the Harbinger Renegades, finds 
them.  Sting tells them they won’t fight against Mothergod because he wants to protect Kris. 

   (Harbinger #8) 
 

Magnus and the Harbinger renegades battle robots together. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #1) 
 
Unity Day 15 Armstrong finds a bar, the Speakeasy, and befriends Albert, the son of Erica Pierce.  Archer attacks Rejj.  

Rejj tells him he will execute him in the morning. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #1) 
 
  Magnus, Rai and the older Gilad battle robots and dinosaurs together. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #1) 
 
Unity Day 16 Rai goes on a solo mission to the fortress.  Gilad and Magnus rescue him. 
   (Unity #1) 
 



Albert assists in freeing Archer and kills Rejj.  In exchange Albert wants Archer, an expert marksman, to 
kill his mother. 

   (Archer & Armstrong #1) 
 
  Archer & Armstrong #2 – “Unity, Chapter 11 – Turok and Roll All Night” 

Archer fails to kill Mothergod and he and Armstrong are imprisioned.  They are freed with the help of 
Aric. 

 
Unity Day 17 Mothergod enlists the aid of Turok to kill Archer and Armstrong. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #2) 
 
  Rai battles robots. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #2) 
 
Unity Day 18 Turok attacks Archer and Armstrong.  Archer is eventually able to convince Turok that Mothergod is evil 

and Turok vows to not serve her anymore. 
   (Archer & Armstrong #2) 
 
Unity Day 31 Jack Boniface’s recovery in the Med-Center is progressing.  Elya continues to watch over him. 
   (Shadowman #5) 
 
Unity Day 36 Rai attempts another solo attack and again needs to be rescued. 
   (Unity #1) 
 
Unity Day 40 Magnus tells Rai that he destroyed Grand One.  Rai threatens to kill him after Mothergod is stopped. 
   (Rai #7) 
 
Unity Day 45 The Harbinger Renegades discover an abandoned building to hide out in. 
   (Unity #1) 
 
Unity Day 60 Jack Boniface regains consciousness and begins talking again. 
   (Shadowman #5) 
 
  Turok reunites with Andar. 
   (Conjecture: Sometime before Unity Day 105.)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1) 
 
Unity Day 68 Elya attempts to explain the Lost Land to Jack. 
   (Shadowman #5) 
 
Unity Day 87 Skammrs steal grapes from Mothergod’s gardens.  They begin making wine with it. 
   (Harbinger #9) 
 
Unity Day 91 Peter discovers that Torque is the father of Kris’ baby, not him.  In anger Peter lashes out against 

Mothergod’s forces.  Mothergod confronts him and is nearly defeated.  She retreats while her 
reinforcements come to protect her. 

   (Harbinger #8) 
 
Unity Day 92 Pete forgives Kris. 
   (Harbinger #8) 
 
Unity Day 101 Jack Boniface is discharged from the med-center into Elya’s custody.  Jack and Elya make love.  Jack 

begins writing a song in his head called She Is the Light. 
   (Shadowman #5)(Unity #1) 



 
Unity Day 105 Sting and Rai attempt to breach Mothergod’s defenses, but Sting is hurt and the two retreat. 
   (Rai #7) 
 
  Turok and Andar get separated.  Turok begins searching for him. 
   (Conjecture: Sometime in the middle of Unity.)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1) 
 

Bionisaurs attack the Rock People.  Kru hides during the attack while all his tribesmen are killed.  After 
the massacre Kru is found and captured by Chichak of the Spider People. 

   (Conjecture: Sometime during Unity.)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #29)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #30) 
 
Unity Day 150 X-O Manowar #8 – “Unity, Chapter 13 – Crossroads” 

Aric, on a raid with his army, finds a converter, a device needed for Mothergod’s machine.  Rai, Magnus 
and Gilad convince Aric to destroy it. 

 
Unity Day 151 Mothergod and Albert discuss a way to get the XO armor. 
   (X-O Manowar #8) 
 
Unity Day 153 Mothergod arrives at Aric’s camp suing for peace.  She brings riches and women as an offering.  Aric 

accepts her offer and when his guard is down Mothergod manipulates the XO armor and Aric is fatally 
attacked by Bionisaurs.  The XO armor returns to Aric and he begins destroying Mothergod’s forces. 

   (X-O Manowar #8)(Unity Yearbook) 
 
  Mon-Ark, a bionisaur, is sent to destroy Turok’s village.  Turok begins hunting Mon-Ark. 
   (Conjecture: Sometime towards the end of Unity.)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1) 
 
Unity Day 155 Albert visits the Speakeasy. 
   (Eternal Warrior #2) 
 
Unity Day 156 Albert doesn’t go to the Speakeasy. 
   (Eternal Warrior #2) 
 
Unity Day 157 Geoff tells Kris that the baby she’s carrying is Magnus. 
   (Magnus Robot Fighter #16) 
 

Eternal Warrior #2 – “Unity, Chapter 10 – Where Trouble Melt Like Lemon Drops…” 
Geoff, listening to the voices all around him, finds his way into Mothergod’s fortress and is taken 
prisoner.  There he confronts Mothergod about her childhood and about how her son is being abused by 
her.  She attacks Geoff and the two Gilad’s break in to try and save him, but they’re unsuccessful and 
barely get away with their lives. 

 
  Magnus Robot Fighter #16 – “Unity, Chapter 12 – Out of Time” 

The Eternal Warriors lead the group on a rescue mission for Geoff.  During the battle Magnus appears to 
have been killed.  He uses his perceived demise as an opportunity to sneak into Mothergod’s fortress.   

 
  Rai Companion #1 – “Bloodline” 

Geoff McHenry, having just escaped from the clutches of Mothergod and being rescued by the two 
Eternal Warriors, searches the complex and finds a computer that tells him about Bloodshot.  Geoff 
searches for Magnus and a way out of the complex. 

 
Magnus finds Geoff.  Geoff tells him that Solar is not dead and leads him to Mothergod’s control 
chamber.  Magnus attacks Mothergod.  Sting rescues Magnus and Geoff. 

   (Magnus Robot Fighter #16) 



 
Armstrong helps deliver Kris’ Baby.  Sting rescues Magnus. 

   (Harbinger #9)(Magnus Robot Fighter #16) 
 

Shadowman #5 – “Unity, Chapter 14 – No Love Lost” 
Shadowman joins forces with Mothergod and fights Archer and Armstrong.  During the fight Albert 
attacks Shadowman and Shadowman disappears.  Albert wants him found for resisting arrest.  
Shadowman follows Albert to the Speakeasy and watches him murder a Bim.  Shadowman realizes that 
he has supported the wrong side. 

 
Unity Day 158 Aric awakes on the field of battle, having been unconscious for four days.  The XO armor tells Aric that it 

will take ten years to repair the damage of the Bionisaur.  Aric swears vengeance against on Mothergod. 
   (X-O Manowar #8)(Unity Yearbook) 
 
  Rai #7 – “Unity, Chapter 15 – Sacrificial Spirit” 

The resistance group plans an all out assault in an effort to free Solar.  Rai fends off Mothergod while 
Sting and Geoff find where Solar is imprisoned.  Rai dies fighting Mothergod. 

 
  Harbinger #9 – “Unity, Chapter 16 – Children of Destiny” 

Sting helps break Solar out of his prison.  He then assists against the forces of Mothergod.  Geoff finds 
Kris and tells her to give him the baby. 

 
Kris doesn’t want to give her baby to Geoff, but the baby begins to disappear in her arms.  Geoff tells her 
that Solar is putting everyone in their proper place in time. 

   (Harbinger #14) 
 

Unity Yearbook – “The Lost Chapter” 
Aric finds another group of Skammrs and leads an attack on Mothergod’s fortress.  Aric then aids Solar 
with his attack on Mothergod. 

 
Solar, Man of the Atom #13 – “Unity, Chapter 17 – Dreams That You Dare” 
Sting frees Solar from his prison.  Mothergod activates her machine that will destroy all reality.  Albert 
attacks Mothergod with Rai’s sword, making her just weak enough for Solar to launch an attack of his 
own.  They have a fierce battle and in the end Solar imprisons Mothergod in a wormhole.  Solar turns his 
attentions to stopping the machine. 

 
Unity #1 – “Unity, Chapter 18 – Until the End of Time” 
Solar stops the machine, which was forming a black hole, from destroying all reality and is able to send 
everyone back to their proper eras. 

 
Turok, who has been tracking Mon-Ark, a bionisaur, gets ready to kill his pray as those who are trapped 
in the Lost Land are scattered throughout time.  Turok is sent to the year 1987 and not his own time 
because he has too much knowledge of the future. 

(X-O Manowar #14)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #1)(Secrets of the Valiant Universe #1 – Turok 
Dinosaur Hunter) 

 
  Andar and his wife Sharma are sent to the year 1908 in the closing moments of Unity. 
   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #25) 
 

Captain Red escapes from Mothergod’s prison.  He finds two Bionisaur’s that were also experimented 
on.  They and a robot designated OU-82 become Captain Red’s new crew.  The four are sent to the year 
1994 in the closing moments of Unity. 

   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #13) 



 
Dr. Lazlo Noel, who has been watching the events of Unity through a window in his jail cell, is returned 
to 41st century. 

   (Magnus Robot Fighter #27) 
 
Not all the people and creatures of the Lost Land return to their proper eras, some are left behind. Many tribes band 
together.  The Campaigner, a former servant of Mothergod, wishes to unite all the tribes of the Lost Land through force. 

(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #24) 
 
Archer becomes the spiritual leader of the Wing Men.  

(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #26)(Editor’s Note: It appears that there are two versions of Archer, 
Armstrong, and Geoff during Unity.  The older versions of those characters (post Chaos Effect) 
must have not been involving themselves in the Unity conflict.  This entry, and all other future 
entries that discuss these three characters, are referring to the post Chaos Effect versions.) 

 
Captain Red and his crew return to the Lost Land after an encounter with Turok in 1994.  Captain Red becomes the chief 
of the Lake People and an enemy of the Campaigner. 

(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #26) 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #24 – “The Prodigal, Part 1 – Intermission” 
Keth’s tribe is attacked by the Campaigner and destroyed.  Keth and his daughter Mari and grandson Ni-zak escape.  The 
Seer warns the Campaigner about his lust for conquering.  Turok, Andy and Chichak arrive in the Lost Land. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #25 – “The Prodigal, Part 2 – The Return” 
Turok agrees to help Keth defeat the Campaigner.  The Seer, also known as Myrddin Emrys, warns Turok about his fate.  
Turok and company are ensnared in a trap set by Captain Red. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #26 – “The Prodigal, Part 3 – New Unities” 
Captain Red, who is also fighting the Campaigner, unites with Turok and takes him to his village.  Turok and compay 
travel to the Village of the Wing Men and ask Archer to join in the fight against the Campainger, but he refuses.  When 
they return to Captain Red’s village, they discover that it’s been destroyed by the Campaigner’s army. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #27 – “The Prodigal, Part 4 – Stronghold” 
Turok, Captain Red and Chichak lead several tribes against the armies of the Campaigner.  Archer and the Wing Men join 
the fight.  With the help of the seer, who reveals himself to be Merlin, Turok defeats the Campaigner.  Turok and Andy 
leave the Lost Land. 
 
Captain Red rebuilds his village.  He remarries and has a son. 
   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #45) 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #31 – “Radio Men of Lost Land!” 
While flying above the New River Gorge, Turok, Andy, Regan, Professor Challenger and a film crew enter the Lost Land.  
Turok rescues a member of the film crew from stampeding dinosaurs.  Turok and Andy investigate what spooked the 
dinosaurs. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #32 – “Radio Men of the Lost Land!, Part 2” 
Turok and Andy are attacked by a blob of flesh.  Regan and the female members of the film crew are kidnapped by aliens 
that communicate through radio waves.  Turok tracks down Regan’s abductors. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #33 – “Radio Men of the Lost Land, Part 3 – Bride of the Radiomen!” 
Turok, with the help of Andy, Challenger and the surviving members of the film crew, fight off the aliens and rescue 
Regan and the other women.  Turok, Andy and Regan decide to stay in the Lost Land while the others return home. 
 



Turok and Regan debate the best ways to teach Andy about hunting. 
   (Turok: The Hunted #2) 
 
The Lizard People begin attacking Captain Red and his village of Lake People. 
   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #45) 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #36 – “Tree of Life Land of Shadows” 
The Seer comes to Turok while he’s dreaming and warns him of the perils of the Lost Land. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #37 – “Island of Nazi Women, Part 1” 
Turok, Andy and Regan are abducted by a group of female Nazi’s while they are exploring the Lost Land.  They are taken 
to a Nazi fortress where they find the Hitler’s corpse and Elvis in suspended animation. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #38 – “Island of Nazi Women, Part 2 – The Resurrection!” 
The Nazi women attempt a mind transference hoping to bring Hitler back to life by putting him in Elvis’ body, but the 
experiment fails, Hitler’s corpse is burned and the Nazi fortress is destroyed. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #39 – “Outlaws of Lost Land, Part 1” 
The Longhunter enters the Lost Land and attacks Turok.  Longhunter, Turok, Andy and Regan are held at gunpoint by 
Captain Johnny O. Landsdale and his Texas Confederate Calvary. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #40 – “Outlaws of Lost Land, Part 2 – Shawnee Silver” 
Turok and Longhunter agree to help Landsdale look for the lost treasure of Shawnee silver.  The cave that houses the 
silver is protected by floating heads.  During the battle Andy realizes that Lake, one of Landsdale’s men is his father.  
Landsdale and Longhunter are killed by the floating heads.  Lake is caught in a cave in.  Turok, Andy and a badly injured 
Regan escape the cave. 
 
Turok, Andy and Regan exit the Lost Land. 
   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #41)(Turok Dinosaur Hunter #45) 
 
Lake escapes from the cave but he loses an arm. 
   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #46) 
 
Turok and Andy reenter the Lost Land. 
   (Turok Dinosaur Hunter #45) 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #45 
Turok and Andy continue their search for Captain Red’s village.  After being attacked by a Honker they are rescued by 
Captain Red.  When they get to Red’s village it is attacked by the Lizard People.  Lake is an advisor to the Queen of the 
Lizard People. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #46 – “Bred Up in Darkness, Part 2 – Blood of the Son” 
With the help of Turok and Andy, Captain Red’s Lake People successfully fight off the Lizard People.  Turok learns that 
Lake is Andy’s father. 
 
Turok Dinosaur Hunter #47 – “Runaway” 
Andy leaves the village of the Lake People and goes after his father.  Once Turok realizes Andy is gone he begins tracking 
him.  Turok is attacked by dinosaurs and Andy comes to his aid.  Lake appears and Andy has to choose between leaving 
with his father or saving Turok from another Dinosaur.  Andy saves Turok. 
 
 
 
 



Deathmate Timeline: 
 
Editor’s Note: An alternate version of Solar from the Valiant Universe and Void from the Image (Wildstorm) Universe 
merge and create an alternate timeline shown in the mini-series Deathmate. 
 
56 B.C. Ivar and Armstrong, after travelling through time from the year 3000, encounter Lord Emp.  He assists them in 

finding this era’s Geomancer. 
  (Deathmate Yellow) 
 
1986 Maul, Voodoo, Ripclaw and others fight in the Daemonite Wars. 
  (Conjecture: Maul refers to it having taken place “years” ago.)(Deathmate Black) 
 
1987 Zealot and Ninjak have a romantic relationship. 
  (Conjecture: Ninjak refers to it as having “been years.”)(Deathmate Yellow) 
 
1989 Puerto Rico becomes a state. 
  (Deathmate Blue) 
 
1991 October 23 – An alternate version of Erica Pierce enters reality. 
  (Deathmate Preview Green) 
 
1992 Deathmate Preview Green – “If Not for Prophet…” 

April 23 – An alternate version of Erica Pierce kills this reality’s Erica Pierce.  She plans an event called Unity.  
Solar and Prophet stop her before her visions of reality can take shape. 

 
1993 Deathmate Prologue – “Chapter 2, Universal Truth” 

August 13 – Geoff McHenry has a dream and realizes that reality is not as it should be.  He is attacked by a group 
calling themselves the Berserkers.  John Prophet, who has had the same dream as Geoff, comes to his aid. 

 
 Warblade is captured by the WildC.O.R.P.S. and brainwashed. 
  (Deathmate Black) 
 

Deathmate Black 
Ripclaw, Voodoo and others invade Skycity in an effort to free Union, who can aid in saving the universe, and to 
put a stop to the tyrannical Mother May I.  They sacrifice their lives but succeed in their goals. 

 
 The Harada Power Plant begins development of toxic materials. 
  (Deathmate Red) 
 

The Harada Food Processing Plant opens and is attacked by those against Harada’s activities.  Youngblood puts 
an end to the rebellion. 

  (Deathmate Red) 
 

Deathmate Red 
Youngblood, a group in the employment of Toyo Harada defeats a group who are against the policies of Harada.  
Knightstrike, another group against Harada, also attacks Youngblood and is defeated. 

 
1994 A friend of Jack Boniface’s is murdered by Obadiah Archer in New Orleans. 
  (Deathmate Preview Orange/Pink) 
 

Deathmate Yellow – “Cat and Mouse” 
 Zealot attempts to infiltrate Harbinger Headquarters and assassinate Toyo Harada.  Ninjak stops her. 
 



 Deathmate Yellow – “The Dying Game” 
The H.A.R.D.C.A.T.S. are sent by Heydrich to rescue Zealot and finish her mission: kill Toyo Harada.  All the 
H.A.R.D.C.A.T.S. are killed, with the exception of Maniac, who kills Heydrich. 

 
 Dethmate Preview Orange/Pink – “Harbinger of Death” 

Obadiah Archer continues his quest to kill religious figures.  He sets his sights on Shadowman, associating him 
with the Voodoo religion.  Grifter attempts to intervene, but Archer still manages to shoot Shadowman in the 
arm and he falls off a rooftop. 

 
 Deathmate Yellow – “Revelations and Recruitments” 

Shadowman survives and attempts to kill Archer but Grifter stops him.  Master Darque calls upon Dr. Eclipse to 
aid in the coming battle to save the universe. 

 
Deathmate Blue – “Secret Forces” 
July 4 – Stryker and his team prevent an assassination attempt on President Perot.  Geoff McHenry enlists the 
help of Stryker and his team to contact Toyo Harada, the leader of the Harbingers. 

 
Deathmate Blue – “Sacrifices” 
July 4 – Stryker and his forces break into Harada’s fortress.  They’re they are attacked by a group of Eggbreakers.  
McHenry is able to work his way to Harada.  He tells Harada that time is unraveling and that the universe will 
cease to be.  He asks Harada for help but Harada is unable.  He contacts Solar. 

 
Deathmate Blue – “Supremely Darque” 
July 4 – Solar is convinced by Harada and Geoff that the universe is about to destroy itself.  Solar enlists the aid 
of Supreme to help in the fight to restore the universe to its natural alignment.  Master Darque and Dr. Eclipse 
request to aid Solar save the universe. 

 
Solar, Supreme, Master Darque and Dr. Eclipse are joined by Union when they enter unreality to try and stop the 
merging of the two universes. 

 
2018 Deathmate Blue – “Battlestone vs. Magnus Robot Fighter Outlaw!” 

April 8 – Battlestone attacks Magnus, a rogue Harbinger.  Geoff McHenry tries to get them to stop fighting and 
focus on the world being destroyed around them.  Time is unraveling back in on itself but Magnus and 
Battlestone don’t pay attention and keep fighting each other.  Just before Geoff McHenry ceases to exist he tries 
to send a message back to his younger self.  

 
2062 Deathmate Prologue – “Chapter 1, A Love to End All Time” 

July 10 – An alternate version of Solar and an alternate version of Void merge their energies and create the 
Universe. 

 
 Deathmate Epilogue – “Armageddon Interuptus” 

Union and Solar foil Master Darque’s plans to let the two universes merge together again.  Everything is 
returned to the way it was. 

 
3000 Deathmate Yellow – “Jerked Through Time” 

Ivar and Armstrong get caught in the middle of a gang war.  To escape they find the secret realm of the 
Geomancer.  She warns them that time is unraveling.  When they leave her realm they witness time dissolving.  
They enter a time arc before they cease to exist. 

 
 
 
 
 



Brave New World Timeline: 
 
Editor’s Note: After having a fight with Gayle, Solar leaves Earth and travels into the past and manipulates a planet to be 
Earth-like.  This is not an alternate reality, but placing these events in the regular timeline seemed out of place. 
 
13.75 Billion Solar travels back in time to witness the beginning of the universe. 
Years Ago  (Solar, Man of the Atom #49) 
 
4.5 Billion While travelling the cosmos Solar finds a solar system remarkably similar to Earth’s.  He decides to make 
Years Ago amends for previous sins and reshape this planet to be a replica of Earth. 

(Conjecture: Assumes the solar system he finds is the same age as our own.)( Solar, Man of the 
Atom #49) 

 
1925 Solar makes a small change to the gene pool which brings on the creation of the Specials, humans with 

extraordinary abilities. 
   (Conjecture: Solar said he did this “during the 1920’s.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #49) 
 
1940  Ultimax, the first Special, reveals himself to the public. 

(Conjecture: Sentry refers to him as “Earth’s number one hero for over fifty years.”)(Solar, Man 
of the Atom #50) 

 
1941  Martin Stevens, a GI, becomes American Ace, the second Special to reveal himself to the public. 
   (Conjecture: Newscaster says this took place in “the 40’s.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #49) 
 

The Lightning Brigade forms, a group of Specials that fight against Hitler in World War II. 
(Conjecture: Phil Seleski says this happened in the 40’s.  I used the same year the US entered the 
war.)(Solar, Man of the Atom #46) 

 
1944 American Ace is trapped behind enemy lines and is nearly killed.  Solar intervenes and saves America 

Ace’s life. 
   (Conjecture: During World War II.)(Solar, Man of the Atom #47) 
 
  The US constitution is amended to allow Specials to have executive powers during times of crisis. 
   (Conjecture: “Passed during World War II.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #49) 
 
1950  Phil Seleski is born. 
   (Conjecture: Assumes he’s the same age as his counterpart.) 
 
  Donna, the future wife of Phil Seleski, is born. 
   (Conjecture: Assumes she’s the same age as Seleski since they went to school together.) 
 
1955  Icebox fights the American Ace to a standstill. 

(Conjecture: Icebox says this happened “years ago.”  Casket Jack indicates that Icebox and 
American Ace fought many times “throughout the 50’s.”)(Solar, Man of the Atom #48)(Solar, 
Man of the Atom #49) 

 
1963  Phil Seleski and Donna start dating. 
   (Solar, Man of the Atom #47) 
 
1965 The Lightning Brigade reforms calling themselves the American Brigade.  They help stabilize the US at a 

time of upheaval. 
   (Conjecture: Phil Seleski says this happened in the 60’s.)(Solar, Man of the Atom #46) 
 



  Donna has an abortion. 
   (Solar, Man of the Atom #48) 
 
1970  Thomas Kamerick, the current Sentry, visits the White House. 

(Conjecture – Kamerick says its “been years” since he was in the Oval Office.)(Solar, Man of the 
Atom #47) 

 
1993 Casket Jack, an unregistered special who has eye beam powers, begins assassinating politicians, actors 

and musicians. 
   (Solar, Man of the Atom #46) 
 
  Solar begins making more appearances in world events. 
   (Solar, Man of the Atom #46)(Solar, Man of the Atom #47) 
 
1995  Solar, Man of the Atom #46 – “Brave New World, Part 1” 

The Vice President is assassinated by Casket Jack.  The Sentry chases after him but is shot by Jack.  Solar 
intervenes, defeats Jack and brings the Sentry to a hospital.  Flashpoint, once known as the American 
Brigade, becomes interested in Solar and attempts to locate him using the Wire’s mind powers.  When 
he touches Solar’s mind he identifies him as God. 

 
Solar, Man of the Atom #47 – “Brave New World, Part 2” 
Solar confronts Flashpoint after the intrusion into his mind.  The Wire learns about Solar’s connection to 
a man named Phil Seleski.  After the fight with Flashpoint Sin Buster, the Wire and Grimace go to Phil 
Seleski’s home. 

 
Solar, Man of the Atom #48 – “Brave New World, Part 3” 
Sin Buster, the Wire and Grimace attempt to kidnap Phil Seleski.  Solar intervenes.  Solar teleports the 
Sentry and Phil Seleski to his mountain sanctuary in the Himalayas.  The President, Martin Stevens, once 
known as American Ace is assassinated by someone posing as Solar.  Solar reveals to the Sentry and Phil 
Seleski that he is also Phil Seleski. 

 
Solar, Man of the Atom #49 – “Brave New World, Part 4” 
Ultimax, now known as the Urban Assault Commando, declares himself President after the assassination 
of Stevens.  He launches a nuclear strike on Solar. 

 
Solar, Man of the Atom #50 – “Brave New World, Conclusion” 
After surviving the nuclear explosion Solar attacks Flashpoint.  The Urban Assault Commando and Phil 
Seleski are both killed in the battle.  Solar decides to return to his Earth. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Heavy Metal Timeline: 
 
Editor’s Note: In the second chapter of the Iron Man/X-O Manowar crossover the Valiant Universe and the Marvel 
Universe merge.   
 
408 Aric of Dacia finds an attaché case in a cave while avoiding a Roman legion.  Inside the case is the Iron Man 

armor. 
  (Iron Man/X-O Manowar #1) 
 
 The first extraterrestrial pod known as the XO armor is found. 
  (Iron Man/X-O Manowar #1) 
 
1941 The Nazi soldier Helmut Brulling wears the XO armor.  When Brulling dies the allies recover the armor’s dormant 

egg. 
  (Iron Man/X-O Manowar #1) 
 
1992 November – Tony Stark and his father examine an alien XO armor.  The armor bonds with Tony. 
  (Iron Man/X-O Manowar #1) 
 
1996 Iron Man/X-O Manowar #1 – “Heavy Metal, Part 2 – The Interlock Crunch” 

The Avengers, whose members are Rai, Windstorm, Quicksilver, Solar, Captain America and Crystal, fight against 
the Agents of R.A.G.E., whose members are Titanium Man, Crimson Dynamo, Warmaster and the Armorines.  
Iron Man and Aric team-up to defeat Baron Zemo and Crescendo, who are trying to merge two realities.  Iron 
Man and Aric succeed, and the burden of returning their realities to normal lies on their shoulders. 

(Editor’s Note: It appears that these events lead into the formation of the Acclaim Universe.) 
 
Editor’s Note: Thank you for reading this timeline.  Stay tuned for installments of the Acclaim Universe Timeline. 
 


